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The series treated in this paper had its origin in the study of difference 
equations with varying difference interval. It is hoped to follow in a short 
time with a paper on this subject. 
PART I 
We shall be concerned with series of the type 
(1) 
Here z = x + yi with x and y real. We shall require in addition that 
0 < c < h,(z) < E(n), that A,( z + co when n - CC and that x + h,(z) ) 
increase with x. 
1. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
We now give a lemma which is well known. However, the proof is so 
short that it is given as adding to the understanding of the work which 
follows. 
Let db,(z) = b,+i(z) - 6,(z): 
LEMMA 1. Hypotheses: (1) a,(x) and bn(z), for all n, are defked at all 
points of a region, R, of the complex plane. (2) CzzzI, a,(z) converges uniformly 
over R. (3) b,(z) is uniformly bounded over R. (4) Cz,,, 1 db,(z) 1 is uniforndy 
bounded over R. Conclusion: CT=.‘=, u (z) 4(z) converges uniformly over R. 
* This paper is a part of a general project undertaken by the author with the support 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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PROOF. Using summation by parts 
4444 ‘I & 
which proves the lemma. 
Let 
This expression plays an important role in the discussions that follow. 
Let 
(2) 
(3) 
THEOREM 1. If Cz=, [hn(zO)]-2 converges and 0 < x,, < x then given any 
positive numbers, a and b, and a positive integer, p, there exists an N such that 
PROOF: 
I b&d I < N a(x - xo)p + b ’ 
n >p. (4) 
, b+) , = 1 zo + h&o) 1 * 1 zo + h&o) / *** 1 zo + h&o) 
(xo + h&o)) (xo + h&o)) *a* (xo + Mzo)>- 
. (x + h,(4) (x + h&N --* (x + b.(4) 
I z + h,(z) I * I .z + h,(z) I ... I 2 + hn(4 I . bn(x) 
+y”h,czo) )“I P + ( y” xo + h,(zo) 
. ..1+ 3% [ ( 
2 112 
xo + h&o) )I1 b,(x) -c ~&z(x). (5) 
This follows from the fact that 
and the fact that Cf, [hn(zo)]-2 converges. 
1% FORT 
Hence 
6&) ..< %!-:----- h&3”)) ... (so -L h,(z,)) 
(x ~- h,(z)) ... (~7 f h,(z)) 
since 
(x0 + h,+dzo)) ... (X” + Wo)) ,=, , -- 
( .y ! h,,.,,(z)) .‘. (OX -i k(Z)) 
Consequently 
/ b&,) , < cm0 + 4~0)) ... (x0 1-- h&o)) iv --- 
’ C[xP + h,(z) hJGp$j- < a(x - xo)P + b 
provided 
and 
N > CJQO + 4%)) ..* (x0 -1 h&o)), C>l2 
Ch,(x) h,(z) *.. h,(z) > b. 
It is always possible so to choose C since p is fixed and h,(z) > t > 0. 
We have made the hypothesis that 71 > p which is trivial in convergence 
problems. 
THEOREM II. b,(z) is uniformly bounded in the half plane, x 3 0. 
This was proved incidentally in the proof of the last theorem since 
0 < b,(x) d 1. 
LEMMA II. 
PROOF. 
I 53 - zo t hn+&) - hn+1(zo) I 
x - xo + hn+,@) - hn+bo) 
-[ 
T(Y -YoY(~ - x,)1” 
-- 1 + (1 + I+,+&) - hn+&o>l/(X - xo)Y 
-y ,< [I + (?sL)]a]l’n 
_ lx--01 
x-x0 . (6) 
THEOREM III. If x > x,, > 0, and h,+,(z) - h,Jzo) 3 0 and if 
Cz,I ( l/hn(z))2 converges uniformly when x > x0 , then CrL”l, 1 db,(.z) / is 
uniformly bounded over the portion of the complex plane determined by 
YE? < a(x - x,,)p + b. 
0 
Here a and b aye any positive constants and p an. positive integer, x > x0 . 
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PROOF. From the definition 
But by Theorem I 
Hence, using the previous lemma, 
x - x0 + hn+,(4 - hn+dzo) I z + hn+&) I
. x - xO + h9t+,(z) - hi+, bn(x) 
x + h?L+&) 
< - N’ ’ - ” ’ db,(x). 
x - x0 
From this 
g j db,(x) I d - N ,/ 1 + (‘2)” (brn,+&) - b&4 
?a=na 0 
d N 
J 
1 + rs)2 L(x) 
< M dl + KY - YOMX - x0)1” 
a(x - x0)0 + b 
< M 1/l + [4x - xoP + b12 < M 
a(x - xo)z’ + b 
which completes the proof. 
LEMMA III. If z. = 0, x > 0 and 
x + hi;; - h&co) -=I m 
then 
I z + U4 - h&o) I < M 
I z + 44 I - MO) ’ 
where m and M are constants. 
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PROOF. We note that I .a -t h&z)1 - h,(O) > 0. This follows from the 
fact that s / h,(z) ::, 0 -+ h,(O). Th’ is is true since .2’ + h,(z) increases 
with x. 
Hence 
i 2 + h,(z) I - MO) 2 x + h,(z) - MO). 
= l + x $ h,,($ -h,(O) i t 
2 1/a 
jI 
-- 
<2/1+m2<M. 
The conditions just given, namely, z0 = 0, x > 0, 
IYl 
x + h&z) - h,(O) G m, 
serve to define a region, S, as follows. For example if 1 h,(x) - h,(O) 1 
has an upper bound g then a sectorial region is defined by 1 y 1 < m(x + g). 
If 1 y j < m(x + h,(z) - h,(O)) then x lies in S. 
THEOREM IV. CrLm 1 db,(z) 1 is uniformly bounded over the region, S, 
defined above. 
PROOF : 
Now 1 b,(z) 1 < N and by Lemma III 
The theorem follows by summation. 
THEOREM V. If series (I) converges at z,, and if x0 > 0 and ;f 
CzzI (1 /hn(z))2 converges uniformly over a sectorial region, R, determined by 
I y - y. I (x - x0)-l G a(x - xoy + b; 
then (I) converges uniformly over R also. 
PROOF. This theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma I and 
Theorems II and III. 
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THEOREM VI. If (I) converges at 0 then it converges uniformly over the 
region, S, of Lemma III. 
PROOF. The proof again is an immediate consequence of Lemma I and 
Theorem IV. 
THEOREM VII. If (1) converges absolutely at z,, , when x,, > 0 then it 
converges absolutely uniformly over the half-plane determined by x > x0 . 
PROOF. This theorem follows from the fact that x + h,(x) is increasing 
in x. 
THEOREM VIII. If (1) converges at z = z0 , x0 > 0 then it converges at 
all points of the half plane x > x0 . 
The conditions on h in Theorems V, VI, VII, and VZII are those in the 
lemmas and theorems referred to. 
2. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
THEOREM IX. If 
&z+hl(z))(z+;&)...(z~h(z))-o I n 
(7) 
over its half-plane of convergence, x 3 x0 > 0, then c, = 0, n = 1, 2, a-- . 
PROOF. When x becomes infinite each term approaches zero. Convergence 
is uniform. We can assume the c’s functions of h(z) but add the hypothesis, 
c,/z approaches zero when x becomes infinite. 
T (z + h,(z)) (z +‘i&)) (z + h&s)) + “’ = ’ (8) 
from which 
Cl + z +‘;,(z) + (z + h,(a)& + h&z)) + “* = ‘* (9) 
This is a series of the same type as (8). It converges uniformly x > x0 . 
Let x become infinite and we have cr = 0. We now begin all over again in a 
familiar way and get ca = 0 and then c, , cp , .-a c,, , -a* . 
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THEOREM X. Q(2) B(z) = 0 t a an infinite number of points in the finite 
half plane x,, < x -.: M then Q(z) and/or J&z) is identically zero. 
PROOF. Either Q(Z) or 8(z) must have an infinite number of finite zeros. 
This is impossible for an analytic function unless it is identically zero. 
PART II 
In this part of the paper the independent variable is real. It is denoted by x. 
We call attention to the fact that h,(x) is real and positive and that 
h,+,(x) > h,(x) and x + hn(x) increasing with x also that x + h,(x) > 0. 
3. STEP-UP THEOREMS 
We consider series (1) and assume that it is absolutely convergent for all 
values of x considered. 
Let 
I c, I = an 
and let 
Ql(x) = i$ (x + h,(x)) (x + l(s)) * ** (x + h,(x)) 
Wx) = &x + h,(x)) (x+ ha:(x)) *-* (x + h,(x)) * (11) 
We shall carry on certain operations on series (10) and (11). These operations 
are to be precisely set forth in the theorems. 
THEOREM XI. If 2;,“=, l/h,(x) diwerges then 
‘l@) = n% (x + h,(x)) (x + L;)) .*a (x + hrz+,@)) (12) 
where 
2’pn = c, + c&h,@) - h,(x)) + c,-z(h&) - h,(x)) (hw-&) - k(x)) + *** 
+ cI(h,(x) - h,(x)) (h&x) - h,(x)) *** (h,(x) - h,(x)). 
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PROOF. Let 
1 1 
x + W) = 3 + h&) 
+ El, 
where 
where 
@2(x) - WN v%w - UN 
E2 = (x + h,(4) (x + h(X)) (x + &N . 
In general with the same notation we have 
From this 
6, = 
1 -- 
x + W) 
1 
( 
1 + x + u4 
h2c4 - M4 I( 
1 + x + M-4 
M4 - M4 1 
42 
.** 1+ 
( 
22 + w4 
hz+1(4 - h(x) 1 I 
This approaches zero since Cy l/h,(x) diverges. Consequently we have 
Cl cdh2(4 - M4) 
x + W) = x +ci2(x) + (x + h,(x)) (x + h&)) + *** 
+ c,@,(x) - f&4) (h(x) - 4(4) *** M4 - M4) + . . . . 
(x + h,(4) (x + h(4) **- (x + k+&N 
In precisely the same way we find 
409/13/I-I 1 
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Proceeding in this manner 
(X + hl(x)) (x + hT(x)) ‘*’ Cx + hj(x)) 
c&-,+,(4 ~~ h,(x)) 
+ (x + h,(x)) (x + ha(X)) ... (x + hj+&)) 
+ Ci(&+&) - h,(x)) (hi+&4 - h,(4) 
(x + h&c)) (x + h&c)) -*a (x $ hj+&)) -: ..* * 
These series considered together form a double series which, summed by 
rows, produces Q,(x). This double series is absolutely convergent. To see 
this, do to series (11) for Q(x) precisely what we have just done to series (10) 
for L&(x). The resulting double series is of all positive terms and can be 
summed to Q.&z) by rows. It consequently is convergent. This double series 
is a majorant series for the series just obtained for Q,(x), which, consequently, 
is absolutely convergent and can be summed by columns. We thus obtained 
the result of the theorem. 
We repeat this same process with series (12). We find 
Wx) = 2 a% 
n=l tx + ha(x)) (x + k@)) ‘*’ (x + k+~(~)) ’
Here 
Proceeding in this manner we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM XII. 
n=l (x + hk(X)) (x + hk+l(X)) ‘** (% + hn+k--l(X)) ’ 
where 
P?‘TZ = r-l% + k--1%+-l(hn+k--2(X)  h--1(X)) 
+ k...-lq.#n+k&) - h--1(4) *-- (h,(x) - bc-,W 
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4. STEP-DOWN THEOREM 
THEOREM XIII. If 
Z(x) = al 
x + W) 
+ (x + h,(x) 2 + h,+,(x)) 
+ *** + (x + h,(x) (x + h,+$)) **- (x + hg+,-l(x)) + **- 
then 
adb-dx) - b(x)) + a~ 
‘lx) = x + ah;-,(x) + (x + h,-,(x)) (x + h,(x)) + *-- 
an-d449 - hD+n-dxN + a, 
+ (x + &,--1(x)) (x + h,(x)) *** (x + ht,+n-s(x)) + ‘*- ’ 
PROOF. 
1 1 
+e h,-d4 - h,(x) 
x + h,(x) = x + h,-,(x) ’ = (x + h,(x)) (x + h,-,(x)) 
(x +&x)) = x + :,4(x, + 
h,-,(x) - h,(x) 
(x + h,(x)) (x + h,-,(x)) 
(x + h,(x)) ;x + h,+,(x)) = @ + Ux;) (x + 444) 
+ h,-164 - h,+dx) 
(x + h,-,(x)) (3 + 444) (x + h,+,(x)) * 
. . . . . . . . . 
This step-down process can be continued as many times as desired. 
THEOREM XIV. If p(x) is any bounded positive function we can write 
Q&z) = $c- A@, PI 
+I ’ (x + ~(4 + h,(x)) (x + P(X) + h&N **a (x + ~(4 + h&4) ’ 
PROOF. Simply apply the c process of Theorem XI. 
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5. MULTIPLICATION THEOREM 
THEOREM XV. Let 
and 
then 
!z(x) = -j$ 
n=O (x t h,(x)) (L-- I$;, ... (x-~-JJq 
‘@) ‘(“) = gl 2 @ + h,+;; :t.l;-i, hj+,+l) ’ (13) 
PROOF. By Theorem XI, 
Q(x) = f$ a,+, 
12=0 (x + h,(x)) .! (x + hn+&)) 
‘(‘) = n% ‘% (x + h,(x)) $c + hn+2(xi 
‘(‘) = n%. “TI (x + h&)) -!(x + hnf5(x)) 
g(“)=~~~m”(I+hi(.))..~(~+h. ())’ Pw z 
We now multiply L?(x) by each term of o(x) as indicated and add 
-b, %2qn-- 
x + h,(x) n+, (x + h,(x)) -!,x + h,+,(x)) 
(x + h,(xP;s + h,(x) n% 3’n (x + h&)) *! (x + hn+&)) 
(x + h,(x)) (x +b”h2(x)) (x + h&))n=0 4w (x + h&9) .-!(x + hn+4(x)) 2 
b, 
m 
(x + h,(x)) ... (x + hi&~ ‘+“,z (x + h,+dx)) -! (x + hn+i+dx)) 
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The double series which appears here can be summed by columns in as much 
as each row is absolutely convergent and it can be summed by rows. This 
follows from the fact that each of the series for Q(z) converges absolutely. 
It is interesting to note that z occurs in the numerators of the series (13) only 
through h. Consequently if h is a constant we can write 
The A’s are constant. If h, = n we have an ordinary factorial series, as is 
already known. 
We are careful to note that the product converges uniformly over the 
common region of uniform convergence of the two factors. 
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